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Ву using а linear analysis it is analytically shown that the stability of strongly 10calized modes 
depends оп their symmelry, the sign of nonlinearity, and the degree oflocalization. Тhe existence 
of а stable, bright, even mоде of the discrete nonlinear Schrodinger equation is demonstrated 
and conflrmed Ьу direct numerical simulations. Possible applications to al1-0рНсаl $witching асе 
discussed. 

@1998 

In the past decade тапу investigations have Ьееп devoted to intrinsic 10calized modes in 
discrete nonlinear systems due to their relevance to different branches ofscience, e.g., solid state 
physics, nonlinear optics, and biology. The fundamental properties of 10calized structures were 
used to explain some thermodynamic effects in solids (e.g., nonexponential energy relaxation), 
polaron and defect dynamics in anharmonic lattices and quantum crystals, etc. (see Refs. [1--6] 
and the bibliography cited there). Мапу physical phenomena such as modulational instability 
of рlапе waves [7,8], formation and stability of temporal solitons [9,10], and the recurrence 
effect [11] occur in discrete systems in а quite different way compared to those in extensively 
studied continuum systems. The discretness ofthe medium is responsible for new physical effects 
that could not Ье forecast in studying the continuum model. Some of the theoretically predicted 
properties of discrete systems, in particular, modulational instability ofplane waves, existence 
and dynamics of bright and dark localized states, were already verified experimentally [12, 13]. 

In тапу cases the evolution of the initial excitation тау ье described Ьу the discrete 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation (DNLSE), which is опе of the fundamental equations in 
nonlinear physics. For instance, it governs electron-phonon interaction in а one-dimensional 
ionic crystal or mediates nonlinear processes in biology, where it is called а discrete self-trap
ping equation [1]. Another spectacular example is the evolution of the electroтagnetic field 
in ап array of linearly coupled waveguides, which have а great potential in applications for 
performing all-optical switching, steering, and demultiplexing. Exploiting of such waveguide 
arrays for power and phase controlled all-optical inforrnation processing was discussed in тапу 
papers (see Refs. [14,15] and the bibliography cited there). However, from the point ofview of 
obtaining а practical device the number of excited channels in the апау should Ье minimized. 
Fortunately, discrete systems are аЫе to support the so-called strongly localized modes (SLMs), 
which contain only а few excited components and hence exactly suit the above-mentioned 
criterion. In contrast to ап inhomogeneous discrete system, this intrinsic localization is а pure 
nonlinear effect which appears to ье very promising in optical information processing. However, 
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to optimize the switching process, the boundaries between stable and unstable propagation of 
the SLM have to Ье identifiedo 

As far as the strиcture of the SLM is concerned, two basic types of SLMs сап Ье 
distinguished, ioeo, odd (centered on-site) and еуеп modes (centered between sites)o In both 
cases the adjacent components mау oscillate either in- (unstaggered modes) or out-of-phase 
(staggered modes) [16, 17] depending оп the sign ofthe non1inearityo As was already mentioned, 
the stabi1ity of SLMs against perturbations affects substantially the dynamics of the mode and 
is therefore an important issue to Ье addressedo The problem сап Ье tack1ed Ьу using various 
approaches, eogo, direct numerical calculations or а method based оп the so-called Peierls
NаЬапо (PN) potential [16,17]0 It is evident that the fопnеr method cannot cover the entire 
problem; ioeo, study of the effect of variation of all parameters involved оп the stabilityo The 
latter method relies оп the PN potential (PN barrier) of both types of solutions, providing 
по iпfопnаtiоп about the instability gaino Moreover, as was demonstrated in Refo [17], to 
consistently interpret the results obtained, опе must introduce concepts such as the negative 
mass for staggered modeso Another technique, which is based оп а variational approach, 
was applied to investigate the existence and stability of relatively weak localized modes of the 
generalized DNLSE [18]0 Fina1ly, the onset of chaos, including the so-cal1ed microchaos for 
three coupled oscillators, has been studied Ьу calculating the Lyapunov exponent [19]0 

As а result of these previous studies, аll even SLMs of the DNLSE with the Кеп-likе 
nonlinearity have been assumed to Ье unstableo In this paper we prove for the first time 
the existence of а stable еуеп mode in the system described Ьу the DNLSE and give ап 
analytical criterion for its stabilityo We show that а direct linear analysis сап Ье exploited to 
straightforwardly investigate the stability ofthe entire family of SLMso This technique provides 
а clear physical picture of the onset of SLM dynamicso The analytical resu1ts concerning the 
regions of instabi1ity as wel1 as the respective gain permit us to draw conclusions for al1-optical 
switching in waveguide arrayso ' 

The DNLSE under consideration is 

odEn 1 12 Z--;п- + с(Еn+ 1 + Еn- 1 ) + л Еn Еn = О, (1) 

where t and n stand for the evolution parameter and the site index, respectively, Еn represents 
the excitation at the nth site, с is the linear coupling coefficient, and л is the effective 
non1inear coefficiento АН quantities are dimension1esso This сап Ье achieved Ьу а convenient 
попnаlizаtiоп using characteristic scales for the evolution variable and the amplitude of the 
excitationo In case ofwaveguide апауs t denotes the propagation distance along the waveguideo 

In order to identify SLMs we take advantage of а method reported in Refso [1,4] о Inserting 
Еn = еn exp(i(.c;t) into (1), where еn represent the respective amplitudes of а bright localized 
mode, we obtain а system of а few algebraic equationso Thus, for the еуеп mode еn = 
= А(о о о ,О, аз, а2, 1,8, 8а2, 8аз, О, о о о), Inl = 1,2, 3, 000' 8 = ±1 we obtain the following 
equation with the requirement for strong localization lазl « la21 « 1, аn ~ О for n > 3: 

с ( с )2 
а2 == а = лА2 - 8 лА2 ' (2) 

where for symmetry reasons the subscript n = О has been droppedo 
Analogously for the odd mode the ansatz еn = В(о о о ,О, (32, (31, (30, 8(31,8(32, О, о о о), 1(321 « 

« 1(311 « 1, gives 

(30 = 1, 
с 

(31 == (3 = ЛВ2' 
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[or the symmetric mode and 

2с2 - ,.. - ,в2 + 
W = ...... оа - л лВ2 ' (30 = О, (31 = 1, 

с 

(32 == (3 = лВ2' 8 =-1 (3Ь) 

for the antisymmetric mode. Here the subscripts е and о represent the еуеп and the odd mode, 
respectively, and the parameter 8 = ± 1 defines the symmetry of the mode. In deriving (2) 
and (3) we restricted the analysis to the second-order terms conceming the small parameters 
0:, and (3 [or по more than six excitations. 1 n concentrating оп the physical aspect of the problem 
we restrict the discussion to the first-order approximation. For sufficiently strong localization 
they provide а reasonable ассurасу, which was confirmed Ьу а direct numerical solution of 
(1). The difference between numerical and approximate analytical solutions merely amounts 
to а few percents. А detailed study which takes higher-order terms into account represents а 
separate subject and is beyond the scope of this paper. Непсе, in what fol1ows we mainly deal 
with strongly localized modes and assume that for 0:, (3 < l/sl :::::: 0.2 the second-order terms 
сап Ье ignored. 

То study the stability of SLMs we impose complex perturbations 8nи) оп each nonzero 
excitation amplitude [20]. We begin with the еуеп mode and insert the perturbed profile еn = 
= А( ... , О, о: + 8_2,1 + 8_1,8 + 8+1, о: + 8+2, О, ... ) into (1). А subsequent linearization yields 
ап eighth-order system of equations [or the real-valued variables, which is only numerica1ly 
solvable. However, а considerable simplification сап Ье achieved Ьу а proper decomposition 
of the perturbations into symmetric and antisymmetric components as 8; = 8+ j ± 8_ j 

(j = 1,2) [19], which leads to а decoupling ofthe system. Separating real and imaginary parts 
of the perturbations 8; = 8;' + i8~ and introducing the scaled time Те = wet, we obtain two 
. ,,± - (.-± ± ± ± шdерепdепt systems for the соlитп vector u - u 1 т' 81 i , 82т , 8и ) 

± ( о (8 - р)о: О -О:) 
db = 2 - (38 - р)о: О о: О ь± 
dTe . О -о: О 1 ' 

о: О -1 О 

(4) 

where р = ±1 stands for the symmetric (8;) and antisymmetric (8;) perturbation, respectively. 

If we introduce ь± сх exp(gTe ), then the eigenvalues 9 of (4) are given Ьу the biquadratic 
equation 

If the symmetry of the perturbation coincides with that of the SLM (8 = р), Eq. (5) does not 
exhibit real-valued solutions provided that о: is sma1l, as required (о: :::; l/sl)' Тhus, the SLM 
is always stable against those perturbations which was numerica1ly verified. In contrast, if the 
perturbation has the opposite symmetry ofthe SLM (р = -8) the SLM сап Ьесоте unstable 
[Re(g) =J О]. 

We observed two basica1ly different kinds of SLMs dynamics. Both staggered and 
unstaggered modes are always unstable with respect to symmetric and antisymmetric 
perturbations, respectively, whereas SLMs with 0:8 < О are unstable оnlу if the modulus of 
the amplitude о: exceeds some critical value, i.e., 10:1 > О:ст' This particular еуеп SLMs are 
neither staggered nor unstaggered and сап Ье obtained from those Ьу changing the phase of 
excitations оп sites n 2:: 1 Ьу 1Г. Непсе, we саН these modes twisted staggered (TS) (8 = 1, 
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-0.1 о 0.1 0.2 

Fig. 1. Instability gain [Re(g)] plotted as а 
function of the amplitude а for even SLMs. 
The insets show the shape of the respective 
SLMs, where the twisted modes are sketched 

at the bottom 

Q: < О) and twisted unstaggered (TU) (8 = -1, Q: > О) SLM. It is worth realizing that the 
continuous NLSE limit does not exhibit а solution of that topology. 

In analyzing the solutions of (5) we сап ignore higher than quadratic terms in Q: and 
thus obtain а compact expression for the instability gain. If the linear coupling (с) and the 
non1inearity (л) have the same sign (i.e. Q: > О) the unstaggered SLM (8 = 1) is always 
unstable against antisymmetric perturbations where the gain of instability 

g r.:::J 2,;-iQ (1 - 58а/4), 8а > О (6) 

increases with Q: (see Fig. 1). The instability of unstaggered modes is confirmed Ьу а direct 
numerical solution of (1). The decay ofthe antisymmetrically perturbed unstaggered SLM and 
its subsequent transformation into an odd mode сап Ье clearly recognized in Fig. 2. As сап Ье 
anticipated from (6) (see also Fig. 1), the transition time decreases with Q: due to the increase 
in the instability gain. А change of Q: from 0.13 (Fig. 2а) to 0.15 (Fig. 2Ь) causes а significant 
reduction of that transition time to the stable odd mode. We mention that for relatively small 
amplitudes (а r.:::J 0.1) the intermediate, asymmetric, oscillating state is fairly persistent and сап 
Ье thus considered а quasi-stationary state. 

In contrast to the behavior ofthe unstaggered SLM, which is in agreement with the results 
previously reported [16-18], the TU mode (8 = -1) becomes unstable against symmetric 
perturbations on1y beyond the critical amplitude and the corresponding gain is 

g r.:::J V-8Q: - аст, 8а + аст < О, аст r.:::J 0.12. (7) 

This has the consequence that TU SLMs are stable against аnу perturbation if Q: < аст. For 
the сме where с and л have opposite signs (i.e., Q: < О) the situation is reversed (see the left side 
of Fig. 1) and the TS mode exhibits stability for that particular region of IQ:I. These predictions 
were double-checked Ьу numerically solving (1), imposing an asymmetric perturbation оп the 
TU SLM. If Q: does not exceed the critical value аст, the TU mode is stable, exhibiting only 
slight oscillations evoked Ьу the perturbation (see Fig. 3а). If Q: grows larger and exceeds the 
critical value, the TU SLM becomes unstable and decays eventually (see Fig. 3Ь). Thus, the 
existence of а stable even SLM of the DNLSE has Ьееп proven. The stability of the twisted 
modes might Ье explained Ьу the fact that neither the TU nor the TS variant have а topological 
counterpart among odd SLMs. Непсе, such а twisted SLM cannot transform to an odd SLM 
and stability arguments based оп the PN barrier do not apply here. Beyond the critical value 
аст instability manifests itself in а spreading of the mode and sets in if the localization becomes 
weaker due to ап increasing secondary amplitude IQ:I (see Fig. 3Ь). We note that accounting for 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of an unstaggered SLM (8 = 1) antisymmetrically perturbed; л = 1, 

А = 1, Г = (0.01, О, О, О); (а) ct = 0.13, evolution of the foиr initia1 excitations (solid lines 
n = ±1, dashed line n = -2, dotted Нпе n = 2); (Ь) ct = 0.15, evolution of the mode 

second-order terms in conjunction with the excitations at the sites Inl = З does not significantly 
change the instability regions and the gain. ТЬе transition from stability to instability, which is 
caused Ьу а slight change of С\' at the input, сап Ье potentially exploited for all-optical switching 
(e.g., see the drastic change of the output intensity in the waveguide labeled n = -1 in Figs. За 
and ЗЬ, respectively). 

Following the same procedure опе сап likewise study the stability of odd SLMs. For 
ехатрlе, if we ignore the second-order corrections for the odd symmetric SLM in (За) and 
impose сотрlех perturbations E:n(t), we obtain from (1) and the subsequent linearization а 
six-order system of ordinary differential equations. Ву decomposing the perturbation into the 
symmetric and antisymmetric components Е:Г = E:+l±E:-l опе сап easily infer that the equation 
for Е:! сап Ье separated, and that it yields the solution E:i(t) = Е:! exp(-iLVоt). Obviously, this 
type of perturbation does not provoke апу instability of the system. Thus, опе needs оnlу to 
study the stability with respect to symmetric perturbations. Separating real and imaginary parts 
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Fig.3. Propagation ofthe perturbed twisted unstaggered SLM (8 = -1), л = 1, А = 1; (а) Q = 
= 0.11 < аст, Б = (0.04, -0.02,0.02, -0.02), Г = (О, -0.04, -0.04,0.04); (Ь) Q = 0.16 > аст, 

-+ 
Б = (0.04, О, О, О) 

of the perturbations со = COr + iCOi, с t = с tr + ic ti' we obtain а system of [оur linear equations 

( 
о о 

ас 2 о 

d70s = О -2(3 
2(3 О 

о -(3) (3 о _ 
о 1 с, 

-1 О 

(8) 

where 70В = wost is the scaled time, and ё = (cOr, COi, ctr' cti) is the perturbation vector. 
Again the сопеsропdiпg eigenvalue problem represents а simple biquadratic equation, which 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the perturbed odd SLM. The amplitudes of the central (upper 
curve) and the secondary (1ower curve) excitations are shown for ох = 1, В = 1, 

fЗ = 0.1, 'l = (0.05, О, 0.05, О); 0;- = i . 0.05 

now reads as 

(9) 

where Re(g) also represents the instabi1ity gain. We straightforwardly obtain а nonzero gain 
Re(g) опlу provided that the secondary excitation I,ВI > 1/V8 ~ 0.35. Such ап instabi1ity 
causes the spreading of the mode in both directions in n. The larger the instability gain, the 
faster the unstabIe SLM decays and the excitation is spreaq over the entire array. However, the 
above values for the secondary excitation are beyond the required smaJl-раramеtеr lirnit for ,В. 
Thus, we тау draw the conclusion that the odd, strong/y localized mode (3а) is stabIe against 
small perturbations. This result was confirmed numerically. Figure 4 shows the evolution of 
а perturbed odd SLM, where а complex perturbation was superimposed оп а solution of (3а). 
Obviously, the perturbation results only in the quickly damping oscillations near the SLM. 
Because (1) has а continuum set of SLM solutions, which depend оп the amplitude В, the 
perturbed sоlпtiоп eventually transforms into а stabIe SLM with а new amplitude determined 
Ьу the strength of perturbation. Analogously, one сап show that the odd antisymmetric SLM 
is also stabIe. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that Ьу using а direct Iinear analysis the stability 
behavior of intrinsic, strongly localized modes of the discrete non1inear Schrodinger equation 
сап Ье analytically predicted. The regions of instability and the respective gain have been 
explicitly caJculated. The familiar stability of odd modes was confirmed. It was shown for the 
first time that twisted even modes сап Ье also stabIe provided that the secondary amplitudes 
are below а certain critical value. 
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